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The convention’s thematic priority

Thematic priority of the convention will be how archives in (and outside) Europe deal with
migration and especially with the archival material regarding the migration. Do they own
any materials about migration, do they actively collect them? Are these materials being
made visible (and how)? Are archives working together with universities to scientifically
research and evaluate them? And with museums to present them?
Migration is a theme that is very important in our days, but migration is, of course, of all
times. Traces of it are therefore visible in archives throughout Europe. We will see and hear
examples how these kinds of archives have been handled in the past and how they are
handled now. Can we learn from each other? 
There will be time to present and discuss the theme (participants of the Creative Europe-
project AToM (Archives and Traces of Migration) will take the lead in this). There will be
discussion, exchange, the sharing of experiences and the development of possible
solutions and strategies will be explored.
But also other projects in which archives in Europe are involved, like the TimeMachines, will
be invited to present themselves. Also projects of the Icarus-community (like Monasterium,
Matricula and the very successful Topotheque) will be given the chance to give an update
of their progress at this meeting. Any other idea? Let us know! 

The convention’s structure

The convention will act as a sharing place where professionals and user
communities will have the possibility to present, discuss and share their ideas,
visions and concrete projects, with the aim to prepare new partnerships, as well as
the planning and implementation of possible new projects.
During the three days of the convention there will be the possibility to do
presentations, workshops, discussions, 'exchange-tables' and ‘cooperation-
tables',...  
 
Please send an e-mail to Peer Boselie (cc to Nina Vogels please!) if you want to
present something, do a lecture (20 minutes) or  do a workshop/exchange-
table/cooperation-table (open discussions, round table, etc. from 60 to 90
minutes) about Migration or any other interesting and possibly innovative subject,
and at what date and/or time this would fit best (without guarantee).

! The deadline for a suggestion is March  31 !

Peer Boselie: peer.boselie@dedomijnen.nl
Nina Vogels: nina.vogels@dedomijnen.nl 
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